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LIGHTING
90+ Lighting
90+ CRI, R9>50 LED lamps.
acdc*
Innovative and dynamic façade
lighting solutions.
Aculux
Precision specification downlights,
adjustables and multiples.
A-Light*
Specification grade interior, architectural lighting solutions.
American Electric Lighting
Outdoor lighting solutions for utility,
government, institutional, commercial and industrial markets.
Antique Street Lamps
Historical and transitional street
lighting poles and luminaires.
Barovier&Toso
Since 1295, decorative glass lights.
Custom Architectural Lighting
Solutions (CALS)
Custom lighting; expert craftsmanship from concept to realization.
Cyclone*
Quality, durable outdoor lighting.
Design Heure*
Timeless lighting embodying the
essence of French elegance and
luxury.
Eclipse Lighting
Indoor/outdoor, wet location, and
vandal resistant fixtures.

Eureka*
Compelling architectural, acoustical,
and decorative lighting solutions.
Gotham Lighting
Comprehensive offering of specification grade downlighting.
Healthcare Lighting
Healthcare specific products.
Healthe by Lighting Science
Healthe uses lighting science and
technology to create solutions that
support the health, well-being, and
performance of people.
Holophane
Leading provider of highly-engineered lighting for industrial, commercial and outdoor applications.
Hydrel
Premium in-grade, underwater, fountain and façade illumination.
Impact Architectural Lighting
Tailored, transitional, commercial
and hospitality, architectural pendants, ceiling mounts and sconces.
Indy
Commercial downlighting, cylinders,
multiples and sign lighters.
Juno
Recessed downlights, track, step
lights and linear task lighting.
KLIK USA
Small form architectural handrail,
linear, pathway, and step solutions.

CONTROLS + IoT
Atrius
Internet of Things (IoT)
Connecting systems, technology and people throughout the
lifecycle of one’s facility and unlock
value-added building and business
applications. Luminaires and edge
devices enabled with Atrius lay the
foundation for a scalable IoT infrastructure, allowing one to leverage
one’s building’s sensory network.
Distech Controls
Energy management and building
automation solutions for HVAC,
lighting, shades and access control.
DTL
Outdoor photocontrols for roadway,
area, flood, security and residential
applications.

Fresco
High-performance lighting controls
for architectural and dynamic lighting environments.
nLight / nLight AIR
Plug-and-play (wireless) controls for
standalone and networked digital
applications.

KW Industries
Quality steel lighting standards.
LEDCONN
LED light panels, light boxes, edgelit signage, flexible strips and other
backlighting and linear solutions in
RGB and white.
Lithonia Lighting
Broad line of indoor/outdoor
lighting.
Luceplan
Consumer, technical, architectural
and contract lighting fixtures.
Lumafilm (Heilux)
Thin, flexible planer LED light sheet.
Luminaire LED*
Vandal resistant and high security
confinement lighting.
Luminis*
Indoor and outdoor innovative
luminaires.
Mark Lighting
Architectural linear, recessed, pendant, and surface mount options.
Martinelli Luce*
Inspirational, highly functional, and
timeless lighting systems.
ModuleX
Modular specification grade, lighting
tools with superior optics.

Rebelle Lighting
A family of luminaires to complement the architecture of a project
carried from exterior to interior.
Signtex
Architectural quality emergency
lighting systems.
Solas Ray Lighting
Commercial, industrial, and hazardous location lighting.
Studio Italia Design
Modern and classic Italian lighting.
Terzani Lighting*
Luxury lighting that use sculpture,
light, shadow, and motion to
reshape spaces.
Winona Lighting
Custom, decorative, asymmetric,
landscape, color-changing, and
commercial luminaires.
Zumtobel*
International, innovative indoor
and outdoor lighting.

COMPONENTS + ARCHITECTURAL

Barrisol
Class I PVC, non-phthalate, organic
and 3D form stretch ceilings used
for lighting, mirror, climate, and
acoustical solutions.
CarlStahl X-LED
Addressable media facade products
and integrated substructure.
Crucial Power
Power Inverters in operation
throughout the US in a wide range
of applications.

Sensorswitch
Occupancy sensor, photocell and
peripheral lighting control products.

IOTA
Life saving emergency lighting solutions and powerful AC/DC converter/charger designs.
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Puro Lighting
Hospital grade UV disinfection on
demand solutions.

NewStar Lighting
Healthcare, correctional, high
abuse.

ROAM
Wireless network control technology
for large scale site lighting applications.

Xpoint Wireless
Flexible lighting control system.

Peerless
Leader in lighting technology
offering indirect, direct and wallwashing.

Power Sentry
Technologically advanced emergency battery backup products for
LED & fluorescent fixtures.
RELOC Wiring
Modular wiring.
Sunoptics
Daylighting, electric luminaires and
advanced lighting controls combined for complete energy-efficient
lighting solutions.
*New additions to the line card.
Design2Ship 5-day shipping on
select products.
Healthcare related products.
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